Kent offers the biggest hairbrush collection in the world.
Discover for yourself
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Discovering Kent
With a wealth of experience acquired from over 230 years of brush
manufacturing, Kent are confident that they have the most complete
and effective hair brush collection in the world. Kent continually
provides new ranges to meet the insatiable appetite of the hair industry,
whilst Kent craftsmen and women continue to use their expertise making
our famous traditional bristle brushes. The humble hair brush takes on a new status
when it is a Kent brush; something to be desired, enjoyed and coveted. Hair brushes
from the past but very much part of the future. Combining finest timbers, carefully
selected bristle, and innovative materials to meet the demanding needs of a modern
world, Kent offers a range that encapsulates all that is important for looking after hair
and body. Our Royal Warrant is testimony to our quality and serves as a proud
endorsement of all that is best in British brush making.

Please note that product specifications can vary at the discretion of the company.

www.kentbrushes.com
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Finest:Handmade
Kent Handmade brushes are made almost entirely by hand at our headquarters in Hertfordshire, England.
Each brush is unique, made using ‘hand drawing’ skills acquired from over 230 years of brush making.
Finest timber is transformed into individual brush handles and hand filled with carefully selected natural bristle.
Attention to detail is vital to maintain the quality of these special hair brushes which truly are the most beautiful brushes in the world.
For special occasions and pure luxury we can take any hair brush design from our Kent Handmade collection,
and set a hallmarked English silver band between the two pieces of timber used in making the hair brush.
The silver can then be engraved with your personal message .
This service is only available on request.
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LHS9S

LHS9

Handmade oval-satinwood, pure white soft bristle,
in presentation box

Handmade oval - satinwood, pure white bristle,
in presentation box
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LHS5

Handmade oval - domed head, satinwood,
graduated pure white bristle in presentation box
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LHS7

LHS22T

Handmade half radial - satinwood,
pure black bristle in presentation box

Handmade narrow - satinwood,
pure black bristle in presentation box
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MHN2T

OHE1

Handmade rectangular - ebonywood,
pure white bristle in presentation box

Handmade - ebonywood,
pure white bristle in presentation box
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MHS18S

MHS18

Handmade oval-satinwood, pure white soft bristle,
in presentation box

Handmade oval - satinwood, pure white bristle,
in presentation box

www.kentbrushes.com

Ladies

Finest:Ladies
Ladies Finest is a range of luxurious hand finished bristle brushes. Brushing hair is the simplest beauty treatment there is, easing tension and stress from
the head and neck. Brushing stimulates and encourages essential oils in the scalp to flow through the hair strands nourishing and protecting each hair,
leaving it smooth and naturally shiny. Bristle strengths vary for fine or thick hair, and for best brushing performance it is important to use the right bristle
strength.
A bristle is similar to a hair in construction, and sections cut from nearer the root of the bristle are strongest and best for brushing thick hair, while sections
from the tip or flag end are softer and more suited to fine hair and a delicate scalp. All brush designs are suitable for traditional brushing or blow drying.
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Ladies

LBR2

55 mm diameter spiral radial beechwood,
pure black bristle

LBR1

LBR3

45 mm diameter spiral radial beechwood,
pure black bristle

75 mm diameter spiral radial- beechwood,
pure black bristle
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Ladies

LR31

LR23

Handbag - narrow style, darkwood,
pure black bristle

LC22

Oval - cherrywood, pure black bristle

Handbag - narrow style, darkwood,
pure white bristle

LC4

Oval - cherrywood, pure white bristle
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LS7

Oval - satinwood, pure white bristle

Ladies

DA2

DA3

Medium sized radial darkwood, pure black bristle

DA1

Half radial - darkwood,
pure black bristle

Handbag half radial darkwood, pure black bristle

LC8

Half radial - cherrywood,
pure black bristle
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LC7

Half radial - cherrywood,
pure white bristle

Ladies

LR6

Narrow - darkwood, pure black bristle

LG3

DA4S

Narrow - beechwood, pure white bristle

Narrow - darkwood, soft white bristle
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Ladies

LC2

LS17

Narrow - beechwood, rubber cushion, pure
white bristle

Narrow - satinwood, pure black bristle

LS9D

LS1

Narrow - satinwood, pure soft white bristle

Narrow - satinwood, pure white bristle
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Ladies

Classic Shine

CSFL

CSGL

Large – pure black bristle,
cushion, midnight ruby

Large – pure soft white bristle, cushion,
midnight ruby

CSML

CSFM

Large – pure black bristle mixed with white
nylon quill, cushion, midnight ruby

Medium – pure black bristle,
cushion, midnight ruby
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Ladies
Classic Shine

CSGM

CSMM

Medium – pure soft white bristle,
cushion, midnight ruby

CSFS

Small – pure black bristle,
cushion, midnight ruby

Medium – pure black bristle mixed with
white nylon quill, cushion, midnight ruby

CSGS

Small – pure soft white bristle,
cushion, midnight ruby
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CSMS

Small – pure black bristle mixed with white
nylon quill, cushion, midnight ruby

Men’s

Finest: Men’s
Finest Men’s is a hand finished range
of bristle brushes. Designs come in
various shapes, either oval, rectangular
or with handles. Made from finest
timbers and carefully sourced natural
bristle which is ‘cut’ from different
sections to offer a choice of strengths
for thick, medium,fine or receding hair.
Brushing hair is not only relaxing but
improves circulation in the scalp and
encourages essential oils to flow
through the hair which protects
and nourishes.
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Men’s

MS23D

MS23

Rectangular - satinwood back combined with a beechwood
base, pure white soft bristle

Rectangular - satinwood back combined with a beechwood
base, pure black bristle

MC4

Oval - cherrywood, travel size, pure white
bristle (suitable for boys)
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Men’s

MN11

MG3

Oval - ebonywood, pure black bristle

Oval - beechwood, pure white bristle

MS11

Oval- satinwood, pure white bristle
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Men’s

OS18

OC2

Rectangular/club - satinwood,
pure black bristle

Handle - cherrywood cushion brush
very stiff pure black bristle

OS10

OG1

Oval club - satinwood,
pure white bristle

Oval club-satinwood,
pure black bristle
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Men’s

OS11

Rectangular/club - satinwood,
soft white bristle

OG3

OG4

Oval club - beechwood,
pure white bristle

Rectangular/club - beechwood,
pure white bristle
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Men’s

MG2

MN1B

Oval - beechwood, pure
black bristle

Rectangular - ebonywood,
pure white bristle

OG2

OE1

Rectangular/club - beechwood,
pure black bristle

Rectangular/club - ebonywood,
pure white bristle

www.kentbrushes.com

KS Kent Style
KS Kent Style is a comprehensive range of brushes used to create salon professional styles. Radials, hot curls,
vents, and paddle designs all with a definitive gloss black and chrome finish come in a huge choice of sizes.
They perform endlessly without catching or damaging hair. Rubber grips provide comfort and the streamline
radial handle ensures a successful blow drying technique.
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KS25

Small - 11mm, 8 row,
pure bristle, heat
reflecting core

KS28

20mm, Ceramic
coated heat
retaining core

KS30

33mm,
Ceramic
coated heat
retaining core

KS31

43mm, Ceramic
coated heat
retaining core
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KS32

53mm,
Ceramic
coated heat
retaining core

KS20

12 row, ball tip nylon
radial with heat reflecting
core

KS56

76mm bristle
radial with heat
reflecting core

KS45

Small - 22mm full radial
vent, 11 row, ball tip
nylon

KS51

9 row, vent brush
with ball tip nylon

KS38

Short handle, removable
silicon pad, 5 row, firm
touch rounded nylon
quills
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KS43

Short handle, vented,
gentle non-scratch ball
tip quill

KS43P

Short handle, vented,
gentle non-scratch ball
tip quill in pink & grey

LPB1 Floral

Large - paddle cushion,
13 row, ball tip quill

LPB2 Floral

Small - paddle cushion,
9 row, ball tip quill

KS37

Removable silicon pad,
7 row, firm
touch rounded nylon
quills

KS49

Large - paddle
vented
cushion, ball tip quill
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KS52

Medium - cushion,
bristle and white
nylon

KS50

Short handle, vented
paddle cushion,
non-scratch ball tip
quill

AS8

7 Row - nylon quill,
handbag size, anti static

AS9

9 Row nylon quill,
anti static

Anti

Static

AS10

Folding brush nylon quill,
handbag size, anti static

Static electricity is a natural phenomenon all around us, caused by friction between two things, such as hair and a brush, and impossible to eliminate totally.
Flyaway hair can be helped by using one of our anti-static brushes which have been made using the most static-resistant materials we can possibly use in a
hairbrush.

www.kentbrushes.com

Hog brush range
Hog brushes began life over 30 years ago.
This brush has proved its versatility for all the family, whether in the home, handbag or sports bag.
The range has expanded over the years with Head Hog, Mini Hog, Cool Hog, Woody Hog and
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range

Mini Wooyhog, all providing the same brushing abilities but with added colours and choice of size.

MINI WOODYHOG

Cushioned wooden quills,
rosewood back, travel size

HEADHOG

Cushioned - nylon, ball tip
quill

MINI HOG

Cushioned - travel size,
nylon, ball tip quill

MINI HOG BLACK

Cushioned - travel size, nylon,
ball tip quill

range

WOODYHOG

Cushioned rosewood
back and quills

www.kentbrushes.com

Royal Purple

Sky Blue

Bright Green

COOLHOG

cool

Cushioned - nylon, ball tip quill in various soft touch colours, travel size

Florescent Pink

www.kentbrushes.com

Perfect for
Perfect for is a range that is perfect for every hair type and hair style.
It can be hard choosing a hairbrush, so let Perfect for take away the worries of choosing a new one.
The pack simply tells you what each brush is perfect for. With 22 brushes to choose from your creativity can be endless.
Perfect for look special too; beautiful beechwood handles and iconic black rubber grips which feature an embossed Kent logo makes them perfect for
looking good!
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PF06

Narrow - grooming,
pure bristle

PF05

Oval - grooming,
pure bristle

PF10

Small- pure bristle

PF07

Extra large cushion pure bristle
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PF02

Small cushion nylon and bristle

PF01

Large cushion nylon and bristle

Perfect for - ceramic radials

PF11

39 mm Ceramic Radial

PF13

PF12

49 mm Ceramic Radial

60 mm Ceramic Radial
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Perfect for - bristle radials

PF09

Extra large diameter - pure bristle
radial - 70mm

PF09
70mm

PF03

Large diameter pure bristle
radial-60mm

PF03
60mm
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PF04

Medium diameter - pure bristle,
radial - 45mm

PF04
45mm

PF08

Small diameter - pure bristle
radial - 35mm

PF08
35mm

PF22
Men’s oval, grooming brush, bristle & beechwood

PF14 - Back combing brush, firm bristle & stiff nylon, wooden handle with laser design of girl & clouds
PF15 - Back combing brush, firm bristle & stiff nylon, wooden handle with laser design of mountains, birds & clouds
PF16 - Back combing brush, firm bristle & stiff nylon, wooden handle with laser design of clouds
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PF20

PF21

Midi Detangling fat pin,
cushion base, beechwood handle

PF17

Mega Taming fine pin,
cushion base, beechwood handle

Micro Taming fine pin,
cushion base, beechwood handle travel / handbag size

PF18

Maxi Taming fine pin,
cushion base, beechwood handle
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PF19

Maxi Detangling fat pin,
cushion base, beechwood handle

AirHedz

AirHedz is a unique range of paddle brushes suited for both home and salon use.
Available in 3 sizes, narrow, medium and extra-large to suit all hair lengths.
AirHedz also offers a choice of fine quill, fat quill and natural bristle.
Fine quill for straightening wet and dry, fine to medium hair.
Fat quill for all types of wet hair, and for dry thick and curly hair too.
NB: the fat quills act like fingers to detangle without pulling or snagging.
Natural bristle for daily brushing and finishing.
NB: brushing with bristle smooth’s the hair cuticle leaving it shiny and healthy
looking.
Available in shiny white and graphite grey, with matt black and matt white
coming soon!
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AHP10G

AHP10W

Narrow fat pin, cushion base, plastic handle
grey and white

AHP11G

AHP11W

Narrow fine pin, cushion base, plastic handle,
grey and white
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AHP14G

AHP14W

Narrow pure bristle, cushion base, plastic handle,
grey and white

AHP8G

AHP8W

Medium fat pin, cushion base, plastic handle,
grey and white
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AHP9G

AHP9W

Medium fine pin, cushion base, plastic handle,
grey and white

AHP6G

AHP6W

Extra large fat pin, cushioned base, plastic handle
grey and white

AHP7G

AHP7W

Extra large fine pin, cushioned base, plastic handle
grey and white
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AHP12G

AHP12W

Extra large pure bristle, cushion base, plastic handle
grey and white

www.kentbrushes.com

AHP13G

AHP13W

Medium pure bristle, cushion base, plastic handle
grey and white

Airhedz: Use Nothing Else

AirHedz glo

Energise your hair with these vibrant, smooth, non-scratch brushes. The glo quills contain powerful energising Ion molecules that help to condition and
protect hair from UV and environmental damage. Choose from 2 designs for long or short hair, in 6 bright glowing colours.
AirHedz glo are a perfect choice for holidays and travel.

Understanding Ion:

An ion is an atom that has lost or gained one electron making it negatively or positively charged. Volcanic Andosite quartz crystals, emit negative ions
and when added to resin can be formed into brushes. This produces brush quills that have a safe natural energy when used in brushing. The capillary
vessels become stimulated and the cuticle layer is tightened which seals in
natural oils and leaves hair soft and vitalised.
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AHGLO01

Half radial 9 row non scratch, ion quill for long hair, available in aqua,
lime, raspberry, purple, orange and apple.

AHGLO02

Flat 9 row non scratch,ion quills, for short hair, available in
aqua, lime, raspberry, purple, orange and apple.

Both designs available in the 6 colours shown.

www.kentbrushes.com

Easy to find, easy to recognize, in five bright fresh colours this little brush can go anywhere. Plastic quills with
protective rounded tips sit in a removable firm rubber pad. Good for all the family and suitable for most hair
types.
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KB CANDY

small, 5 row, removable rubber pad, ball tipped quill, with grey rubber handle.
Available in boxes of six assorted colours.
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ArtHedz
Just a great little brush. Gentle plastic quills and an easy to grip design make ArtHedz a perfect choice for bags,
pockets, travel, and fun as a gift idea.
Choose from dainty ballerinas, mischievous cats, hearts ‘n’ roses, or patriotic Union jack design.
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ARTH1

Pocket size, fun designs.
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Kent For Men

Kent For Men

An exciting range of brushes designed specifically for men,
combining black handles, and grey, non-scratch quills that
contain powerful
energising ion molecules that help remove UV
environmental damage from the hair.

Understanding Ion:

An ion is an atom that has lost or gained one
electron making it negatively or
positively charged. Volcanic Andosite
quartz crystals, emit negative ions
and when added to resin can be formed
into brushes. This produces brush quills
that have a safe natural energy when
used in brushing.
The capillary vessels become
stimulated and the cuticle layer is
tightened which seals in natural oils and
leaves hair soft and vitalised.
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Kent For Men

KFM2

Gel styler- half radial, for thick/long hair,
for use with hair products

KFM3

Gel styler- flat narrow design, for short hair,
for use with hair products

www.kentbrushes.com

KFM4

Folding styler- all hair types, travel
size

Baby

Kent Baby
Discerning parents will want the best for their children, and the Kent range will provide a lifetime of safe, healthy hair care.
Gentle brushing using only the best soft, natural bristle will safely stimulate and clean the scalp,
encouraging hair growth. Stronger bristle may be required for thick hair and for older babies.
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Baby

BA21

Satinwood-super soft pure white bristle

BA10

Cherrywood-super soft pure white bristle
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BA28

Supersoft-white bristle brush and comb set

Handmade Combs

Handmade Combs-for Men and Women
Kent hand sawn combs are cut from large sheets of cellulose acetate rather than moulded, producing a truly gentle comb,
which is the secret of their success. This material is tactile, flexible and strong. They glide effortlessly through hair without scratching or
damaging the hair or scalp. Kent combs have rounded teeth which ensure a smooth and comfortable action. The range includes designs
for thick and fine hair, in varying sizes, for both men and women.
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Handmade Combs

R7T

130mm pocket
comb-coarse/fine

OT

110mm pocket
comb-coarse/fine

FOT

110mm pocket
comb-all fine
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SLIM JIM

117mm mens pocket
comb-all fine

R18T

136mm pocket comb
with thumb grip-all
fine

Handmade Combs

16T

185mm dressing table
comb-large size, coarse/
fine

9T

190mm dressing table
comb-large size, coarse/
fine

10T

190mm large handled
rake comb- wet/thick
hair coarse

14T

170mm rake
comb-medium size, wet/
thick hair coarse
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8T

200mm tail comb-fine

12T

146mm pocket
comb-thick hair coarse

Handmade Combs

2T

154mm pocket
comb- coarse / fine

3T

167mm dressing
comb-coarse/fine

5T

169mm dressing table
comb-coarse/fine

6T

175mm dressing table
comb-coarse/fine
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7T

136mm pocket
comb-all fine

4T

150mm general
grooming
comb-coarse/fine

Handmade Combs

81T

70mm all fine beard and moustache
comb

R9T

190mm dressing table
comb-large size, thick
coarse/hair

R5T

168mm dressing table
comb-for thick/coarse hair
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21T

195mm curved double-row
detangling comb.

F3T

160mm dressing comb - all fine.

Handmade Combs

82T

90mm Folding/Fine

NU19

110mm Coarse/fine Comb, leather
case and metal file

20T

85mm Folding Pocket comb with clip-all fine
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NU22

120mm Fine Comb with leather tab
and case

Combs

Professional Combs
This range of salon combs are heat resistant, anti static and virtually unbreakable.
Available in black only, in packs of twelve combs
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Professional Combs

SPC80

184mm lengthdeep teeth, cutting
comb, coarse/fine

SPC81

184mm length-shallow
teeth, cutting comb,
coarse/fine

SPC82

210mm lengthtail comb,
all fine teeth

SPC83

220mm length-full rake
comb with handle,
wet hair

SPC84

SPC85

133mm length190mm lengthmens pocket comb,
5 prong fork,
coarse/fine
back combing, coarse

www.kentbrushes.com

SPC86

10 prong afro comb

Shaving

Shaving brushes and Shaving products

A striking range of pure badger hair shaving brushes in traditional and contemporary designs. Badger hair is regarded as the most resilient yet softest
material to use for traditional ‘wet’ shaving. Use the brush with a back and forth motion on the soap and work into a thick lather on the beard.
The action of the brush on the beard lifts the hair allowing the razor to give the closest shave possible. For those who require a choice other
than natural bristle Kent offers a synthetic brush that provides an excellent substitute. To complement our
shaving brushes we have a selection of wooden bowls and porcelain shaving mugs, soaps, and distinctive
razors and travel sets. Please visit our website for details on ‘wet’ shaving.

Why use a shaving brush to lather when fingers would do?

By lathering with a brush rather than fingers benefits the shave experience in several ways; the lather lubricates and protects the skin and acts as a buffer
between the blade and the skin. Brushing gently exfoliates the skin, opens pores and softens the beard, providing a gentle, smooth and long lasting close shave.
To obtain the richest lather hold the brush under a hot running tap and keep as much water on the brush as possible which ensures the face stays
hydrated and protected. Apply a ‘pea’ size amount of Kent shaving cream to the tips of the filaments and begin lathering your face using the correct
amount of pressure; too much causes the filaments to flatten and too little won’t provide enough friction to create a good lather. If you feel you need more water
during the course of shaving, dip the tip of the brush in water and flick gently to remove excess. Lather from the neck upwards turning the head simultaneously
to create a full lather. When complete, clean the brush head under running water until soap free. Shake vigorously to remove all water and then your brush
is ready for the next smooth shave.
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Shaving

BK2 Traditional-medium pure grey badger brush

BK4 Traditional-medium pure silver tip badger brush

BK8 Traditional -large pure silver tip badger brush

BK12 Traditional-king size, pure silver tip badger brush

www.kentbrushes.com

Shaving

BLK2 Traditional medium, pure grey badger brush

BLK4 Traditional medium, pure silver-tipped badger brush

BLK8 Traditional large , pure silver-tipped badger brush

BLK12 Traditional king size, pure silver-tipped badger brush
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Shaving

H4 “Horn”, Traditional medium, silver tipped badger brush

H8 “Horn”, Traditional large, silver tipped badger brush

H12 “Horn”, Traditional king size, silver tipped badger brush
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Shaving

INFINITY with Silvertex by Kent
Super soft Silvertex is a specially developed fully synthetic material to offer you the ultimate lathering experience, crucial for the perfect wet shave. It
provides an alternative to those who prefer not to use a natural bristle or badger brush.

www.kentbrushes.com

Shaving

VS10 GEL

White socket-blended filaments
for use with shaving gel

VS30

White socket-pure bristle,
badger effect

VS60

Black socket-pure white
bristle, badger effect
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VS70

Wooden socket-large pure
bristle, badger effect

VS80

Wooden socket-small pure
bristle, badger effect

Shaving

SHAVE SET 1

Black & chrome brush filled with
badger & matching razor

SHAVE SET 3

White shaving set with
badger brush, razor, and stand
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SHAVE SET 4

Black shaving set with
badger brush, razor, and stand

Shaving

TR2

Travel badger shaving brush in black anodized aluminium case

TR3

Travel badger shaving brush in white anodized aluminium case

TR4

Travel badger shaving brush in bronze anodized aluminium case
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SHAVE TR

Traditional pure badger travel shaving brush
which screws into its own resin core

Shaving

THE WET SET

Blended bristle shaving brush with stand
and tube of Kent conditioning shaving cream
in boxed set

THE BIG WET SET

Blended bristle shaving brush,
skin conditioning shaving cream, hairbrush, wet razor in dual level
washbag
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WET IS BEST

Blended bristle shaving brush
and stand in boxed set

Shaving

SCT1

SCT2

75ml tube of Kent
125ml tub of Kent
conditioning shaving conditioning shaving cream
cream

SB1

Light beechwood shaving bowl with
luxury shaving soap

SB3

Dark oak shaving bowl with
luxury shaving soap

SB4

Shaving mug soap refill

SB2

Shaving soap refill for
wooden shaving bowl
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Shaving

SM BK

White porcelain shaving mug with soap, refills available

SM BLK

Black porcelain shaving mug with soap, refills available

VSB1/2

Black shaving brush holderVSB1 small neck/VSB2 large neck

VSB5/6

Ivory coloured shaving brush holderVSB5 small neck/VSB6 large neck
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VSB9

Chrome shaving brush
holder-one size

VSB11

Nickel Shaving brush & Razor
stand
Height: 123 mm

Shaving

BK RAZOR

BLK RAZOR

H RAZOR

Ivory coloured traditional handle,

Black coloured traditional handle,

Horn coloured traditional handle,

use Mach 3 blades

use Mach 3 blades

use Mach 3 blades
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Shaving

KDSR3

KDSR3

Black Handle
Three-Piece Safety Razor.

Ivory Handle
Three-Piece Safety Razor.

KDSR1

KDSR2

Chrome Indent
Twist-To-Open Safety Razor.

Chrome Spiral
Twist-To-Open Safety Razor.

All Kent safety razors allow a worry free close shave, as they securely hold the double edge blade and provide a comfortable shaving experience. So, the choice is yours! The ‘twist to
open’ design makes it easier and quicker to remove and change a blade, whilst the three piece design has no moving parts so tend to be easier to clean. Either way, if you enjoy wet
shaving then go for your personal preference as after a few shaves either system will become part of you daily ritual .
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“Twelve” Make-up brushes
A selection of 12 carefully designed make-up brushes.
Sold individually, each brush is numbered for easy
identification with usage and top tips printed on the
reusable travel pouch. Brushes are filled with natural
hair to apply dry products such as powder eye shadows
and blushers, and synthetic hair is used to apply wer products such
as liquid foundations and concealers.
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TWMU11
Powder

TWMU10
Blush

TWMU9
Contour

TWMU8

Foundation

TWMU7
Concealer

TWMU6
Lip

TWMU5

Angled Eye Liner

TWMU4

Definition/Socket

TWMU3

Angled Eye Contour

TWMU2

Eye Groomer

TWMU12

TWMU1

Travel powder/bronzer complete with carrying case

Angled Eye Brow

www.kentbrushes.com

Aqua Body Care
A selection of luxurious body brushes in natural bristle and finest treated timber.
Designed to compliment the body shape, and clean, massage, stimulate and gently exfoliate the skin leaving it invigorated
and smooth.
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NB1

NB2

Nail - satinwood, pure white
bristle - row of bristle on back, 113mm

Nail - beechwood, pure black
bristle - row on back, 98mm

NB3

NB4

Nail - beechwood, pure white
bristle - row on back, 98mm

Nail - beechwood,
pure white, bristle, 99mm
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ART8

SH1

Nail - pure white bristle, row of bristle on back,
also available in green and blue, 98mm

Shampoo and scalp massage brush,
Available in orange, blue or lime

NB6

FD11

Nail - extra large oval, pure white
bristle, 90mm

A compact beechwood shower/exfoliating
brush, pure bristle,rope strap, 120mm

www.kentbrushes.com

FD6

Beechwood shower bat,
pure white bristle, 225mm

FD5

Beechwood bath bat,
pure white bristle, fixed head, 390mm

FD10

Beechwood bath brush,
pure white bristle, fixed head,
365mm

www.kentbrushes.com

FD3

Beechwood bath brush, pure white
bristle, detachable head with grip, 400mm

Toothbrushes

Kent Toothbrushes

Collaboration with dentists and oral hygiene consultants has resulted in this range of specialist and family toothbrushes. Family choice ‘Refresh’ are
packed both singly or in our innovative duo pack that opens to become a free-standing holder. Available in 3 colours , red, green and blue, with choice of
soft, medium or hard nylon textures. For smokers we have an extra hard bristle brush. For sensitive gums we suggest our super soft badger brush.
For travel try our folding brush complete with tiny tube of toothpaste in a clickable plastic box. For the ultimate in quality we make our original natural
hand-drawn bristle ‘Classic’, in both medium and hard textures.
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REFRESH S/M/H

Nylon soft/medium/hard/duo pack

www.kentbrushes.com

Specialist Brush

TRAVEL

Nylon-with toothpaste

SMOKERS

Pure white - extra hard bristle,
medium head

www.kentbrushes.com

KB42L

Super soft badger bristle for sensitive gums, medium head

Pure Bristle

CLASSIC M/H

Classic Handmade-medium and hard pure bristle

www.kentbrushes.com

Kent Care

Clothes
Keep fabrics free from fibres, fluff and pet hair by using one of Kent’s bristle clothes
brushes. Choose from a selection of designs for a variety of fabrics
including wool, cashmere and silk, or our double sided design with a choice of two
bristle textures.

Shoes
To care for shoes Kent has 3 bristle and beechwood brushes. Choose from black or
white bristle (13 x 5 cm), or a single black and white double ended brush (10 x 4 cm).

Brushes
To care for your Kent hairbrush, use our specifically designed narrow cleaning brush to
remove hair throughly from both bristle and quill brushes. To remove cut hair from
head, neck and shoulders use Kent’s specifically designed bristle barber brush.
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Clothes Care

CS1B

Cherrywood veneer-pure black bristle

CC20

Cherrywood-double sided, stiff and soft bristle

www.kentbrushes.com

CR8

Hand finished-veneered woods,
pure black bristle in presentation box

Clothes Care

CP6

Darkwood-cashmere care, black and white
pure bristle

CG1

Cherrywood - pure black bristle

www.kentbrushes.com

CC2

Cherrywood-pure black bristle,
travel size

Shoe & Brush Care

LPC2

Cleaning brush removes,
hair from all brush types

BARBER 1

Free-standing and weighted 100% pure bristle
neck dusting brush.
Overall height approx. 16.5cm. Wooden handle
with chrome collar.

www.kentbrushes.com

SHOE BRUSHES

Shoe APP
Black and white bristle duo applicator 10.5cm
Shoe W
White bristle polishing brush 13.5 x 5cm
Shoe B
Black bristle polishing brush 13.5 x 5cm

ZZZ-COMB SMALL

ZZZ-COMB LARGE
Kent Stands

Without exception, the best way to display the full Kent range is on a Kent stand.
This ensures maximum exposure of every brush while keeping the brushes organised and looking their best.
Several sizes and designs are available and will be supplied free of charge with appropriate orders.
Kent counter comb stands, are available in two sizes, displaying approx 6 combs of either 8 or 6 designs.
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ZZZ-STATIC1- Single sided Kent floor stand measures: 1655mm
height, 300mm depth, 47mm width, and takes
approximately 25 – 30 skus depending on chosen products.

ZZZ-Rot ST2 WW Double sided Kent floor stand measures:

1795mm height, 600mm depth,
470mm width, and takes 40-60 skus depending on chosen products.

www.kentbrushes.com

ZZZ - WHT d CTR

Narrow metal folding floor stand Dimensions: height 145cm
width 26cm.

ZZZ-MET CTR STD

White metal counter stand. Dimensions height 34cm width 30cm base 18 cm

www.kentbrushes.com

Established in 1777 Kent has obviously gone through dramatic changes in manufacturing over the last 236 years. Looking at and questioning these changes is nothing new
for us,
and as we address the concerns of the global environment today we feel confident that we are already on the case.
We implement progressive and clean manufacturing processes, opting for resourceful energy methods and proactive recycling initiatives in all aspects of our company.

Energy Efficiency

99% of computers and office equipment are switched off at night
Low voltage energy efficient lighting installed throughout the factory

Recycling

All waste cardboard is recycled. All timber off cuts and saw dust is turned into chipboard for use in the construction trade
Our high volume brushes are all packed in recyclable polypropylene. Our new shaving range features packs made from 100% recycled card
Existing non-recycled packs are being replaced with greener substitutes. Our bulk dispatches use recycled outer cartons

Minimizing waste

Timber blocks are purchased at precise measurements to ensure minimal amounts of waste material and off cuts
Any office waste paper (which is now very minimal thanks to electronic storage) is shredded and used as a packing material rather than using plastic bubble wrap
Our pallets use timber from tree farms, which are a responsible and sustainable source of timber. The pallet pooling model encourages the repair and reuse of our
pallets and we recycle broken or damaged components rather than sending them to landfill.

Sustainable materials

Our high volume timbers such as beech and cherry wood are all from UK sources and as such are controlled by Forestry Commission re-planting programmes.
For every tree that is felled a new tree is planted in its place.
We source FSC wood when possible.
All our stationary and photocopier paper is made from 100% sustainable plantation fibre
Kent bags used for exhibitions and retail sales are made from recycled paper which are recyclable and use degradable lamination film.

www.kentbrushes.com
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FAQ’S
Why does Kent make so many hair brushes?

The Kent range has evolved over generations to include brushes for all hair types and for all styling techniques.
Brushing hair is also about lifestyle and fashion, and Kent meets these needs by introducing new ranges to match new demands.

How do I choose the right Kent hairbrush?

To make the best brush choice first consider the hair type and secondly what you want to do, brush, curl, detangle or volumise. Looking at our website
www.kentbrushes.com,
select the appropriate range by clicking on ‘Pick A Kent’, or contact our helpline for advice on 01442 232623.
When purchasing from a shop it is possible to feel the texture of all our brushes, and for the best brushing performance it is
important to select the bristle strength to suit the thickness of hair. For fine or thinning hair look for models that say ‘soft’ on the packaging.
The bristle for these brushes comes from the tip of the bristle, whereas bristle cut from near the root of the bristle is stronger and best for thick hair.
Our packaging gives a good guide too, so in shops look out for Kent and take a moment to read the advice.

Why are there such big price differences?

The price of any brush, whether for hair, shaving or make up, is determined by a combination of labour and material costs. So, it is inevitable that our unique
handmade brush range is our most expensive. We aim to provide ranges in all price bands to make Kent accessible to everyone.

What is bristle?

Boar bristle is considered to be the most effective natural material for brushing hair. The surface of each bristle is scaly and draws dust and excess products from the
hair as it is brushed.
Bristle also stimulates the natural oils (sebum) present in the scalp, and draws them along the hair shafts, essential for keeping hair clean, healthy, shiny and protected.

What key design features make Kent brushes so different?

Attention to detail has always been at the heart of Kent brush making and Kent knows the difference between a good brush and a great brush. It is the finer detail in our
designs that sets Kent apart, such as no joins where hair can catch and pull, safe rounded quill ends to protect hair and scalp, use of different ‘cuts’ of bristle to
provide for thick or fine hair, strong comfy grips for easy styling, and a continued use of the finest quality materials.

How can I refurbish my old Kent brush?

Kent can transform silver antique bristle brushes which have discoloured and become brittle over the years. Send your brush to us and your enquiry
will be dealt with individually and a quote provided. Work will only commence on acceptance of this quote.

How do I clean my brush?

Clean your Kent brush by first removing dead hair with a Kent cleaner (LPC2), or a comb, and agitate the brush in warm soapy water. Rinse, flick off excess
drops and leave to dry naturally, away from a direct heat source, with the bristles pointing down.

www.kentbrushes.com
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FAQ’S
Where can I find a Kent brush?

Department stores, chemists, selected hair salons and supermarkets stock varying ranges. To view our full range and buy on-line, visit our website
www.kentbrushes.com . Alternatively make a visit to our Factory Shop in Apsley, Hertfordshire or phone 01442 232623 and speak to an advisor.

Are you really the oldest brush company in the world?

We are pretty sure that we are, as we were founded in 1777 by William Kent. Kent had premises in Tylers Street London, now called Fouberts Place,
then moved to Great Marlborough Street, London. Still expanding, Kent moved to Robinson Road and Approach Road in Victoria Park,
which were kept but additional space was acquired at Farringdon Road, London EC. This was the largest brush warehouse in Britain and we stayed here until 1940.
In the 1940’s we also acquired offices in 24 Old Bond Street London and a shop in Piccadilly. Our first factory outside London was built in 1901
when land was bought in Hemel Hempstead. We are still at this site today and we re-built the original buildings with a modern factory and amalgamated the London
offices in 1983.

How much is a brush making machine?

Our newest brush making machine cost £250,000 and our oldest brush making machine originally cost £8.00 and was bought over 100 years ago and is still in use today.
We still use many hand crafting skills, and keep some of our old machines for certain processes, this all contrasts enormously
with our ‘high-tech’ machines and makes our factory a place of contrasts requiring skilled employees who can turn their hand to a variety of tasks!

Are you still a family business?

Yes, originally the company was owned by the Kent family and they ‘ran out’ of sons! So the business was bought by the Cosby family in 1930
and has stayed with them ever since. Today there are 3 members of the Cosby family working alongside a team of wonderful loyal employees,
and we have a younger generation coming up! Many of our staff have been with us for longer than they care to remember and we owe our success and longevity to them all.

Any interesting moments in Kent’s history?

Well, we have certainly seen some changes in progress and social change. We were one of the first companies to own and use a motorised delivery vehicle
(a 24 hp 2½ ton ‘commercial car’), marking the end to the horse drawn cart. In 1882 we employed over 600 people and newly invented telephones were installed in
the offices and factory. During World War I and II we supplied millions of brushes to the British Army, Navy and Air Force, and as raw materials became
restricted ordinary retail customers were rationed. In the 1930’s the famous Kent-Cosby ‘Allure’ brush was created and Jean Kent,
a distinguished actress of the time, was asked to model for promotional pictures holding her ‘Allure’ brush - early days of celebrity endorsement!

What are your plans for the future?

We are bursting with ideas, but it is often manufacturing costs that prevent some of these ideas coming to fruition. We are determined to continue making
‘The Finest Brushes in the World’, and will ensure that every brush range that we create will always match the quality that we have inherited from our fore fathers.
In addition to our existing retail outlets, we are currently launching into salons because we recognize that standards of the hair industry are now so high that it
seems logical to offer a brand such as Kent to sit alongside the innovative ‘wet’ products available.

www.kentbrushes.com

To contact G.B. Kent & Sons Ltd (Kent Brushes) for all enquiries regarding sales and distribution please contact:

UK sales – sales@kentbrushes.com
Export – export@kentbrushes.com
PR & Marketing – pr@kentbrushes.com
General enquiries – info@kentbrushes.com
PR’ Unleashed Potential - Hello@unleashed_potential.com
Telephone: +44 (0) 1442 232623
Fax: +44 (0) 1442 231672
G.B. Kent & Sons Plc
London Road, Apsley
Hemel Hempstead
Hertfordshire HP3 9SA
UK
We look forward to hearing from you via e-mail, telephone or fax, if you require any further information.

www.kentbrushes.com
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Kent offers the biggest hairbrush collection in the world.
Discover for yourself.

